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Praised in advance by Brent Bozell and many others on the political scene, Diversity Lane/ A Liberal Family
Saga is a lavishly illustrated, oversized screamfest of a book featuring a colossal sampling of cartoons from
internet cult favorite Diversity Lane by Zack Rawsthorne (www.diversitylane.com). Described as "an
Addams Family with a conservative slant" but appreciated by anyone with a sense of humor and a taste for
honesty, the series hilariously highlights the quirky doings of a suburban family all too comfy in their hyper-
liberal ways. An amusing counterpoint is served up by conservative 8-year-old daughter Diversity (yes, this
is a girl's name, at least in this leftist neighborhood). Quick-witted and sarcastic, she seems never at a loss to
undercut the ongoing madness with a priceless remark. Diversity Lane/ A Liberal Family Saga is clever and
exceedingly well-drawn by a seasoned commercial art professional. For those who enjoy laughter mixed
with their thinking it could be the gift book of the year.

Key to the joys of this big collection is the characters. These cartoon-people feel real, and countless readers
have reported seeing in them some wayward acquaintance, challenging family member or long-forgotten
college classmate. There's Alex, the ACLU lawyer with a heart of gold if you're a criminal but darkest
mistrust of the rest of us... politically correct wife Allison, juggling her PC jargon as adeptly as a performer
at Ringling Brothers... Devon, the brooding uber-feminist, a bundle of neuroses wrapped up in basic black...
Sierra, the 48-year-old hippie who boarded the New Age bandwagon in the '60s and never got off... and little
Jayson, the hapless 6-year-old: will he adopt the galloping insanity of the Lane household, or follow sister
Diversity's path to normalcy? Though spirited in its comic dissection of the left's foibles, the series manages
to garner many liberal readers simply by virtue of the comedic realism of its personalities.

Still, this is a series with sober underpinnings. It's obvious that a great deal of thought has gone into the
creation of its left/right dialog, and it comes as no surprise that Rawsthorne's cartoons have been endorsed by
and featured frequently at the top conservative website American Thinker. Nor that it has appeared at
Powerline, Moonbattery, I Own The World and many other renowned sites over the two years since making
its internet debut.

In summation, this is a witty treasure of a book for readers and humor aficionados of every stripe. Like
snapshots from a sitcom just a little too uncomfortably honest to be produced, it will alternately thrill,
disturb, and delight. The right will welcome joyously its no-holds-barred puncturing of liberals' most
cherished beliefs; open-minded progressives up for a challenge will find it combative but thought-provoking;
and non-political types will simply laugh out loud at the ever-imaginative and visually striking goings on
around Diversity Lane.
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From reader reviews:

Robert Black:

Do you have favorite book? For those who have, what is your favorite's book? Reserve is very important
thing for us to find out everything in the world. Each e-book has different aim or perhaps goal; it means that
book has different type. Some people experience enjoy to spend their time for you to read a book. They may
be reading whatever they get because their hobby will be reading a book. How about the person who don't
like studying a book? Sometime, man feel need book once they found difficult problem or exercise. Well,
probably you'll have this Diversity Lane.

James Drennan:

Here thing why this specific Diversity Lane are different and reliable to be yours. First of all looking at a
book is good nonetheless it depends in the content of computer which is the content is as scrumptious as food
or not. Diversity Lane giving you information deeper as different ways, you can find any book out there but
there is no guide that similar with Diversity Lane. It gives you thrill examining journey, its open up your
eyes about the thing which happened in the world which is perhaps can be happened around you. You can
bring everywhere like in recreation area, café, or even in your means home by train. When you are having
difficulties in bringing the imprinted book maybe the form of Diversity Lane in e-book can be your
alternative.

Alice Winfield:

This book untitled Diversity Lane to be one of several books in which best seller in this year, honestly, that is
because when you read this publication you can get a lot of benefit upon it. You will easily to buy this
particular book in the book store or you can order it through online. The publisher of the book sells the e-
book too. It makes you more easily to read this book, as you can read this book in your Cell phone. So there
is no reason for you to past this reserve from your list.

Christopher Suttle:

In this era globalization it is important to someone to receive information. The information will make
professionals understand the condition of the world. The condition of the world makes the information much
easier to share. You can find a lot of recommendations to get information example: internet, classifieds,
book, and soon. You can view that now, a lot of publisher in which print many kinds of book. Typically the
book that recommended to you is Diversity Lane this reserve consist a lot of the information in the condition
of this world now. This book was represented how does the world has grown up. The terminology styles that
writer make usage of to explain it is easy to understand. Often the writer made some study when he makes
this book. Honestly, that is why this book suited all of you.
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